
Gymnastics 
To travel and jump fluently and hold balanced positions, 

demonstrating a variety of stretched and curled shapes 

To receive and transfer body weight safely in different 

situations and create a sequence with a partner. 

To identify how the overall performance of a sequence 

can be improved. 

PE– Football  

To perform dribbling with accuracy and confidence. 

To perform passing skills with accuracy, confidence and 

control, 

To develop a broader range of techniques for attacking 

and defending. Maths 

Number and Place Value, Addition and  

Subtraction, Geometry (properties of shapes 

and measures), Multiplication and Division, 

Fractions, Geometry (position and Direction) 

and Statistics. 

Music  

Recorders-  Red Hot 

To compose and practise their own tunes 

using learned notes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Topic—History, Geography and Art/DT 
History– The Romans 

To discover facts about the Celts. 

To learn about the Roman invasion of Britain. 

To learn what Roman soldiers wore and why. 

To find out about the Celt rebellion against the Romans led by Boudicca. 

To understand what Romans wore and how the clothes fitted daily life. 

To examine how the Roman Empire changed areas over time and identify on an atlas. 

To examine Roman artefacts in order to gain information about Roman life 

To design sketch and make a model of a Roman shield. 

To find out about aspects of family life in Roman times: homes, gladiators, hygiene,  

religion 

To learn what the Romans did for us. Sewers, roads, heating, money, 

ART 

To make mosaics following a Roman theme using paint and collage 

To design a Roman shield using a range of media. 

Science—Forces (magnets and springs)  
 

To notice that some forces need contact between 

two objects, but magnetic forces can act at a dis-

tance. 

To compare how things move on different surfaces. 

To observe how magnets attract or repel each other 

and attract some materials and not others . 

To compare and group together a variety of everyday 

materials on the basis of whether they are attracted 

to a magnet, and identify some magnetic materials . 

To describe magnets as having two poles. 

To predict whether two magnets will attract or repel 

each other,  

depending on which poles are facing. 

To observe how magnets attract or repel each other  

                              English 

Information texts– The Romans 

Shape poems and callagrams 
 

 

PSHCE/Seal— Changes/ Moving on and moving up. 

To learn that transition and change are part of everyones life. 

To identify their own feelings about change and transition. 

To create and sustain different roles. 

To develop strategies for managing change. 

To understand and show concern for others in school. 

To learn about the value of friendship. 

To explore feelings when starting something new. 

To set a simple personal goal. 

To develop a sense of responsibility. 

To appreciate that I can make things happen. 

 

 

RE 

Places of worship/ Church in the local community 

To identify how the church is used by the community. 

 To identify objects which are commonly found in a 

church. 

 To identify the services that take place in a church. 

 

 

  

Friends! Romans! 
Year 3...  
Lend me your 
ears. 
Autumn term 2 

French— En Famille  

To learn the names for members of the family. 

To learn  feminine and masculine article. 

 

ICT/Computing–  

 To design, write and debug programmes that  

accomplish  specific goals. 

To use logical reasoning to explain how some  

algorithms work and to detect and correct errors. 

To  create a computer programme for a simple 

game. 

 

 


